
 
 

 
 
Lumen Prints 
 
 
A lumen print is a sun-print or “photogram,” a camera-less process made by exposing black & 
white photo paper to sunlight. For this work, each paper brand, photo finish and paper type, 
expired or new, combined with different exposures produces a different spectrum of colors. The 
papers are then scanned and sometimes re-scanned multiple times. The photo paper is in a 
constant state of flux and continues to change color and darken with the light of the sun and then 
also with the use of the scanner. After hand-cutting the papers into shaped sections, I re-assemble 
the four panels into a new abstracted collage. The combination of old and new materials, as well as 
the mix of technology and a the language of a very simple process is one that has allowed me to 
further explore ideas around time and the fragility of our natural world. 
 
My experiments with photography have always included the question, “What is a photograph?” The 
first series was titled “Lumen Notebooks” in which I borrowed the things around me - photo 
envelopes and photo boxes and quickly moved to books - interested in the idea that the point of 
origin for a photograph might be language rather than sight. For me it has been key, and a delight, 
that the materials and methods remain very basic – sunlight, scissors, paper; and little if any digital 
work. With the original papers as my negatives, each single panel is a measure of time, a small 
personal mediation.  
 
“Lumen Notebook” now comprises several bodies of work – “meditation circles” are larger-scale 
pieces that document human gatherings and meditations on photo paper; “book stacks” are 
individual panels arranged vertically, using books on nature or art that have inspired my own art 
practice. And more recently, “field guides” which reference the natural world by using shape, color, 
and physical cuts to suggest the horizon lines of winter and summer; the birds, ferns and 
wildflowers; and the movement of the sun across the sky. 
 
“The World is Astonishing with You in it: A 21st Century Field Guide to the Birds, Ferns and 
Wildflowers” specifically employs three identical field guides – one each about birds, ferns and 
flowers. I use an edge of the respective Field Guide to mark/expose the photographic paper, 
making one mark per quadrant. Each photograph title references an endangered or disappearing 
species (bird, fern, wildflower). I have been making “Lumen Notebook” in nature, at different 
residencies, and at my family's cabin in Canada – all places where the birds and ferns and 
wildflowers abound. 
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